Popular Pastor: 'Facebook Censors Christianity' and 'Blocks 98% of People from God's Love
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JOSE, Calif. – A popular pastor who reached 5 to 8 million people per month on Facebook is
experiencing one of the biggest cases of censorship. Pastor Steven Andrew said, "Facebook has
eliminated 98% of people from God's love by blocking my Christian posts. Facebook censors
Christianity!"
Andrew spent thousands of dollars with Facebook to build nearly a half a million people following.
He said, "I am targeted, because I am a Christian.
"This is much larger than having one post blocked or being temporarily suspended, while that is
bad. Facebook blocked over 5 million people from me this month. My posts are shown to hundreds
of people instead of the 30,000 to 60,000 people before the censorship started. They have
restricted every message by a shadowban since they said they were going after fake news in 2016.
However, Christianity is not fake news!" he said.
Andrew happens to be a Silicon Valley technology leader, with Fortune 500 Internet leadership
experience. In response, he is building the "Christian Internet," so "all who love our God-given
rights won't be silenced and can connect with the people most important to them."
The "Christian Internet" consists of www.USA.Life social network and www.1776Free.com search
engine; it uses a Pro-America Algorithm (TM) based on the founders' principles.
"USA.Life and 1776Free.com are needed right away, because "the tech giants block God's love
and conservative news," he said.
Andrew set up a crowdfunding page to fund the new project, which is expected to launch after they
get the required funding.
Facebook refused to unblock him when he contacted them and has not removed 70-plus fake
accounts impersonating him "that scam his followers for money."
"Facebook caused the loss of millions of dollars in donations," he said.
"Freedom and privacy could be lost forever without USA.Life and 1776Free.com. However, we can
save the Internet if 62,000 people give $10, or if 6,200 people give $100," Andrew said.
He answers frequently asked questions on the crowdfunding page at www.USA.Life.
--------------------------About Steven Andrew
Steven Andrew is pastor of USA Christian Church, leads One Million Americans on the LORD's
Side and is the author of "Jesus Makes America Great." He is the founder of www.USA.Life social
network and www.1776Free.com search engine-the answer to the tech giants censoring
conservatives.
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